4Runner Accessories

Interior Accessories
All-Season Mats

BLU Logic® Bluetooth

Get a grip on dirt. With a deep rib molded
design, these durable rubber/vinyl mats offer
an excellent way to trap mud, snow, sand and
dirt. Available for front and rear seating areas,
each custom-fit mat is embossed with a Toyota
logo. A non-skid backing and positive retention
clip keeps them in place. These easy-to-clean
mats never show wear and protect Factory
Floor Carpet.

BLU Logic® connects to handsets equipped
with Bluetooth® wireless technology that
enables connectivity between multiple devices.
This technology allows customers to use their
cell phone hands-free in the vehicle.

Cargo Liner

Cargo Net 2nd Row

Protection for a long-lasting cargo area. This
durable, long-lasting custom designed vinyl
liner features a raised lip to contain spills for
simple cleanup. Textured finish minimizes load
shifting and the cargo area carpeting gets extra
protection for wear and tear. The easy-to-install
liner is equally simple to remove for cleaning.
It's the ideal place for storing wet and dirty
cargo. Consider it the ultimate way to protect
the vehicle interior from scratches and spills.

Handy way to keep things from sliding around.
The Toyota Cargo Net has a rugged
"hammock-style" netting with elastic closure.
The flexible, nylon braided net secured by
tie-down rings in the cargo area prevents items
from flying around while on the road. The
stretchable net secures and protects all of your
cargo. Easy to install, it can easily be removed
and stored in a compact way when not in use.

Cargo Net 3rd Row

Tonneau Cover

Handy way to keep things from sliding around.
The Toyota Cargo Net has a rugged
"hammock-style" netting with elastic closure.
The flexible, nylon braided net secured by
tie-down rings in the cargo area prevents items
from flying around while on the road. The
stretchable net secures and protects all of your
cargo. Easy to install, it can easily be removed
and stored in a compact way when not in use.

Increase privacy for the cargo area with a
Tonneau Cover. This nylon cover is simple to
remove and retracts into a compact roll when
not in use.

XM Satellite Radio
Enable your satellite radio ready factory audio
system! Our package contains the required
components to enable you to tune into the
commercial free radio station of your choice.
Please note that the satellite radio requires a
contract subscription with your local service
provider.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with a Toyota dealership.

4Runner Accessories

Exterior Accessories
Block Heater

Cross Bars

Makes a cold weather start a breeze.
Custom-designed system with 400 watts of
heating power not only warms a vehicle up
quicker but also reduces engine strain and
wear. Heater saves fuel and battery power
during startups as well. The strain relief
electrical cord (available on selected models)
reduces cord damage.

Built to meet Toyota's high quality standards for
performance and strength, the cross bars are
designed to install with ease and can be easily
adjusted with no tools necessary.

Hood Deflector

Remote Engine Starter (with Smart
Key)

Your hood can take a beating and still look
great. Made from thick high-grade tinted
acrylic, the deflector offers high impact
resistance and reduces the potential for road
debris and insect damage. The stylish
wraparound design complements the vehicle's
appearance while providing extra side
protection. Thanks to the no-drill installation, it
can be placed on a hood in minutes.

Remote Engine Starter (without
Smart Key)
The convenient REMOTE STARTER allows
you to start your vehicle from as far as 80 feet
away. This handy feature allows you to cool or
warm your vehicle before entry, during hot
summers or frigid winters.

The convenient REMOTE STARTER allows
you to start your vehicle from as far as 80 feet
away. This handy feature allows you to cool or
warm your vehicle before entry, during hot
summers or frigid winters.

THULE Flat Top 6 Pair Ski Carrier
Perfect for group trips. This fully locking
THULETM flat top carrier holds up to 6 pairs of
skis or up to 4 snowboards. Ultra-soft rubber
arms grip securely without scratching, and
oversized push buttons make it easy to open
and close while wearing gloves. It includes 2
One-KeyTM Locks so you can lock the skis to
the carrier and the carrier to the vehicle. Fits
factory racks.
Additional parts my be required to mount
carriers on vehicle such as roof racks and
towing hitches.
Carriers are for attachment to Toyota Approved
Accessories ONLY.
Fitment of ski/snow board carrier on exterior of
vehicle may cause some wind noise.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with a Toyota dealership.
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Exterior Accessories
THULE Hitch Mounted Bike Carrier

THULE Upright Bike Carrier

The THULE Hitch Mounted Bike Carrier is ideal
for the true biking enthusiast. Holds up to four
bikes with maximum frame protection and
security.

The THULE Upright Bike Carrier is ideal for the
hard core or recreational rider. Take your bike
wherever you go. Easy mounting,
self-adjusting jaws handle frames up to 3 3/8"
in diameter.

Additional parts may be required to mount
carriers on vehicle such as roof racks and
towing hitches. Carriers are for attachment to
Toyota Approved Accessories ONLY.

Additional parts may be required to mount
carriers on vehicle such as roof racks and
towing hitches. Carriers are for attachment to
Toyota Approved Accessories ONLY.

Trailer Ball - 2"

TRD Air Filter

The Toyota Towing Hitch Ball is designed and
tested to meet your Toyota's towing
specification and quality standards.

Pre-oiled and ready to install. Washable and
reusable. This exact drop-in replacement filter
will last the life of the vehicle, provide
unrivalled engine protection and increase air
flow.

TRD Cleaning Kit

TRD Oil Filter

Created specifically for vehicles already
equipped with a TRD performance air filter, the
cleaning kit includes everything owners need to
help ensure the superior protection and
performance of the air filter.

TRD High Performance Oil Filters incorporate
state-of-the-art design and materials offering
superior protection.

TRD Screw on Oil Cap
Manufactured from forged, highly polished
billet aluminum, the TRD oil cap features a red
on black TRD logo to customize the engine
compartment with a high-tech, race-ready
appearance. It•s finished with a high-luster
coating to maintain appearance for years to
come.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with a Toyota dealership.

